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the software, based on a microsoft windows platform, is now used by the company to develop both racing
simulations and marketing campaigns. the car driver simulation at the indianapolis 500 is the best proof of the
system’s abilities. the simulator allows the company to demonstrate the vehicle’s performance relative to any

track, regardless of configuration. the system is used for developing new product designs, marketing campaigns,
and pre-event planning. the system’s economics also make it an extremely effective tool for developing marketing
strategies and promoting events that go with those strategies. furthermore, the system enables altech to conduct
complete and accurate trials of new products or systems without the danger or expense of actual races or trials.

the system is ideal for preparing models of new products or systems to be displayed at trade shows, and the
companies and their competitors can test their vehicles in the equivalent of competition. altech can predict the
drivers will respond to a particular vehicle design with a certain level of effort in certain areas of the car, thus

allowing companies to make changes in car and tire design that will make for safer and more comfortable driving.
altech offers the technology in the form of a complete turnkey solution, from conception and design to

engineering, construction, and operation, so that the customer doesn’t have to spend their time and energy
building it. we look at it from the same standpoint as the human senses: what can we use from the real-world

information to successfully model the function? we first try to understand the problem from a very simple physics
standpoint and then build on the physics-based model. so, the driver is presented with a car, typically in the
default setup, and that car can go one of two ways based on the total power it generates, says nolan. it can
accelerate or it can decelerate based on the traction available to it. the car can also accelerate or decelerate

based on the traction available to it, says nolan, but in the opposite direction. we look at it from the standpoint
that if the driver is overshooting the ideal route of the car based on its ability to accelerate, if the driver can use

the high-speed corner to decelerate it into the slow part of the corner, it will be better able to generate more
driving power.
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the monitoring station
features two high-resolution
cameras that capture the top

and front views of your
vehicle to help with learning
for racetrack driving, as well

as photo(s) of the car and
surroundings for those who
like to shoot photos along
the way. however, steger

believes this will not be the
highest-end model; there is

room for improvement in the
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chassis design and braking
system. strapping additional
power to each footbrake is a

good idea, and the team
plans to offer a dedicated

driver-focused version,
complete with a steering

wheel, as soon as they can
incorporate higher-

performance brakes that can
withstand the higher forces.

they will also tackle the
clutch for even better grip

and torque, says steele. the
driver uses a specially

designed steering wheel that
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includes a special
mechanism that measures
the angle of the wheel to
trigger the brakes. the

brakes are custom made,
weighing in at 1.3 kilograms
(3 pounds). the brake pedal
is designed in such a way
that the force of the pedal

presses through the
floorboard of the car in an

upward motion. this creates
the sensation of the brakes
slowing down the car when
the user actually pushes on
the pedal. with a maximum
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speed of almost 500 fps,
mikrotron eosens ge
cameras feature a

1.3-megapixel cmos sensor
that captures resolution of

1280 x 1024 pixels with
90-db dynamic range. as a

result, the wheelwatch
system is able to capture

sharp, high-contrast images
for critical analysis, even at
driving speeds of up to 155
mph, including the accurate

measurement of wheel
parameters such as track,
camber inclination, spring
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travel, clearance, and
steering angle. 5ec8ef588b
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